Dear Fisher,

Reference this afternoon's conversation.
Here are the relevant figures. In cases where there were more than one experiment, was carried out with any two birds, I have added the respective totals.

It is possible that after studying the figures in a statistical basis you may find some discrepancy in my reliability data—but this is based on a consideration of the several experiments, as I think pretty sound. One or two birds such as 4A, 01 and 16 pair important results in the experimental process—2 a pair status is doubtful without further experimentation.

Unfortunately, I was unable to see you before finishing the test figures (among which were some which I was still away in the Army) so I hope my reply may stand as a provisional picture of the subject.
I shall have a lot to further work to do on kid-ebility - to man a then meet enter.... so all the things will eventually be enforced & enunciate a can from the subject for futuro publications. Very many thanks for your kind help.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]